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Board games, with the exception of solo games, need at least one other player to play. Because
of this, we created Artificial Intelligent (AI) agents to play against us when an opponent is
missing. These AI agents are created in a number of ways, but one challenge with these agents
is that an agent can have superior ability compared to us.
In this work, we describe how to create weaker AI agents that play board games. We use Tic-
Tac-Toe, Nine-Men’s Morris, and Mancala, and our technique uses a Reinforcement Learning
model where an agent uses the Q-learning algorithm to learn these games. We show how these
agents can learn to play the board game perfectly, and we then describe our approach to making
weaker versions of these agents. Finally, we provide a methodology to compare AI agents.
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Introduction

Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a powerful model to
create learning agents for complex problems. It is a re-
search sub-area in the broader field of artificial intelli-
gence (AI) where, in RL, an agent attempts to maximize
the total reward for its actions in an uncertain environ-
ment. The application of RL in board games is interest-
ing because board games present simplified spaces where
we can test and observe a decision-based agent. Also,
board games provide a competitive space to compare dif-
ferent AI techniques all within a limited state-space com-
plexity Andrade et al. (2004). With a deeper understand-
ing of the performance of RL game agents with respect
to changing state-space complexity, we are able to evalu-
ate AI techniques and provide insight on how to employ
these agents in the broader board game market. This in-
cludes providing a range of quality AI agents that are
challenging for players at all levels of skill, which allows
a human player to improve, beat, and have fun playing
against.

Our goal is to explore the quantitative difference in
the performance of RL-based game-playing agents with
changing state-space complexity of abstract board games
and to provide a methodology on how to create weaker
agents from this learning process. For this purpose, our
game-playing agents are designed using a Q-learning al-
gorithm for three different games with different state-
space complexities - Tic-Tac-Toe, Nine-Men’s Morris,
and Mancala. Each agent is trained against a range of
AI agents (Min-Max, Q-learning, and Random) to get a
better understanding of how quickly we find convergence

to a solved state when training a Q-agent for a particular
game.

In this paper, we will show our method to create
weakened agents that will be compared against other AI
agents. Typically, for board games with much higher
state-space complexity, such as chess, an agent is weak-
ened by giving the agent less computational time to ex-
plore and evaluate the tree of possible moves. How-
ever, in the case of games learned within Q-learning, the
full matrix of good moves is known instantaneously, so
weakening the agent computation time is not a relevant
approach. Instead, we use the learning process of the
Q-learning algorithm playing against its mirror twin and
snapshot the agents using these to create weaker agents.

The contributions of this work are:

• An analysis of training a Q-learning RL agent in
terms of finding convergence for solved zero-sum
abstract board games and evaluating training speed
based on using a mirror of itself versus a Min-Max
agent and a random agent. This includes how to
select parameters in the Q-learning algorithm.

• A method to create lower quality Q-learning-based
agents to allow human players to find a compet-
itive agent that can provide them challenging op-
ponents that are not too hard to beat and possible
to learn from.

• A method to create a round-robin tournament to
evaluate the quality of agents, which includes a
method to determine how many games must be
played between opponents to find stable results.
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The results of these contributions provide other RL
researchers with methods to properly evaluate RL agents
and use Q-learning-based agents in the future for virtual
game-playing agents.

Background

Board games are fixed environments that are good
for experimenting with and testing various RL algo-
rithms and agent-based learning techniques. RL has
achieved human-level performance playing Atari games
Mnih et al. (2013). Temporal difference learning was
used to create TD-Gammon, a game-learning program,
which proved to be the world’s best player of Backgam-
monTesauro (1995). RL is used by IBM’s Watson, in
2011, to make strategic decisions in Jeopardy!Ferrucci
(2012).

In this section, we provide details of the Ludii Gen-
eral Game System which is a platform on which we im-
plement our agents. Next, we look at different ways of
measuring the complexity of an abstract board game. We
describe details of our three games used in this work, the
basics of RL, and the basics of our Q-learning and Min-
Max algorithm.

All of our system and software has been released on
Github and can be downloaded at: www.github.com/

indrima24 noting that this is a research repository and
the software is not supported or detailed in usage.

Ludii General Game System

The main objective of a General Game Playing (GGP)
system is to provide a virtual environment that can im-
plement various games Genesereth et al. (2005). A GGP
works by assuming that players and agents are not tightly
coupled to a game, and therefore, this means game de-
scriptions are similar to how game instructions are writ-
ten. The logic description of games and their rules is
known as a Game Definition Language (GDL) Love et al.
(2006). In recent years, there have been many advances
in GGPs Świechowski et al. (2015).

Ludii General Game System, the GGP used in this
research, is created by Digital Ludeme Project (DLP).
DLP is Maastricht University’s GGP for reconstruction
and analysis of numerous traditional and modern strate-
gic abstract games, where an abstract game is defined as
any game where the theme of the game is not important
in terms of the game-playing experience.

The DLP facilitates the work of game designers, his-
torians, and educators Browne (2018) and allows us to do
our research on AI agents similar to other General Game
Playing (GGP) systems such as FLUXPLAYER Schiffel

and Thielscher (2007), which is based on FLUX, a high-
level programming system for agents.

Another GGP language, called Regular Board games
(RBG), focuses on describing finite deterministic turn-
based games with perfect information Kowalski et al.
(2017). Ludii researchers believe DLP is superior in
comparison with the performance of the Regular Board
games (RBG) system, and have demonstrated that DLP is
more general, extendable, and has other qualitative facets
not found in RBG Piette, Soemers, Stephenson, Sironi,
Winands, et al. (2019).

Game Complexity

Combinatorial game theory has several ways of mea-
suring game complexity Demaine (2001). Game com-
plexity is a quantitative measure of the game, and differs
from game difficulty which is related to qualitative strate-
gic elements. This means that a more complex game
does not necessarily mean that it will be a more difficult
one to play.

State-Space Complexity

Allis (1994) describes the state-space complexity of a
game as the total count of legal game positions accessible
from the starting point of the game. It is the number of
all possible legal positions with the constraints being the
initial position of any particular game Piette, Soemers,
Stephenson, Sironi, Winands, et al. (2019). Each time
any of the pieces makes a legal move, a new board state
is conceived; the sum total of all of which ends up as the
game’s state-space complexity.

For example, in the game of Tic-Tac-Toe, there are
three potential states for each of the nine spaces in a 3x3
matrix: a cross, a naught, or neither. Simply by calculat-
ing three to the power of nine we find that a Tic-Tac-Toe
board has 19,863 unique states. This number, however,
comprises a variety of illegal situations, such as a situa-
tion where there are five naughts and no crosses, or a situ-
ation where crosses and naught both form rows of three.
If all of the illegal positions on the board are removed
from this count a total of 5,478 states remain, and when
all reflections and rotations of positions are deemed as
the same, there are only 765 fundamentally distinct board
states. Researchers tend to focus on the upper and lower
bounds of state-space complexity when calculating them
Banerjee and Stone (2007).

The upper bound is the number of all the potential
configurations of pieces including illegal positions and
initial setup. In this case, having a situation with five
naught and no cross would be included. The lower bound
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is a measure of the minimum state-space complexity with
only legal positions.

Even for uncomplicated games, state-space complex-
ity amounts to large numbers, and we describe state-
space complexity with log to base 10. This means that
Tic-Tac-Toe has a upper bound state-space complexity
of 4 (dlog10 (5478)e).

Zero-Sum Games and Fully Solved Games

For the following games of study, we note two char-
acteristics of them as defined as both “Zero-sum” and
”Fully Solved Games”.

Zero-sum games are games where one agent’s gain
is equivalent to the other one’s loss and the sum total
of all gains subtracted from the total losses, should sum
to zero. This means that whenever one player wins, the
other player loses.

Fully solved games are games whose outcome from
any particular state can be correctly calculated for per-
fect play. The optimal policy for such games can be
calculated Van Den Herik et al., 2002, and this include
games such as Connect Four Allen, 1989 and Checkers
Schaeffer et al., 2007.

Abstract Games of Study

To explore quantitative differences in the performance
of RL-based game playing agents with changing state-
space complexity of abstract board games we use three
different board games described next in order of increas-
ing state-space complexity.

Tic-Tac-Toe

Tic-Tac-Toe, also known as Xs and Os or noughts and
crosses, is a two-player game, where two players take
turns in filling X and O in a 3×3 grid. To win the game a
player must succeed in placing three of their marks in a
horizontal, vertical, or diagonal row. It is a solved game
with a forced draw assuming best play from both players.
The board size, for Tic-Tac-Toe, is 9 and the state-space
complexity (as log to base 10) is 4. van den Herik et al.
(2002)

Nine-Men’s Morris

Nine-Men’s Morris, also known as cowboy checkers,
has a board that is made up of a grid with twenty-four in-
tersecting points. There are two players and both of them
have nine pieces each. Each player actively attempts
to form “mills” where a mill is three of a player’s own
pieces lined horizontally or vertically. This grants the
player an action to eliminate an opponent’s piece from

the game. To win a player must either reduce the oppo-
nent to two pieces so that they cannot create any mills or
leave them with no possible legal move. The board size,
for nine men’s Morris, is 24 and the state-space complex-
ity (as log to base 10) is 10 Gévay and Danner (2016).

Mancala

Mancala Jones et al. (2013) includes a board and 24
seeds. A rectangular board has 6 pits lined up con-
secutively on the north (player one’s) and south (player
two’s), called houses, each of which contains 4 seeds
each at beginning of the game. There is also a big pit
at each end for each player (West is player one’s and
East is player two’s), called the bank or store. Seeds are
sown alternatively by each player. When it is a particu-
lar player’s turn they must remove all of the seeds from
any one of their houses and move the seeds, dropping
one seed at a time in each house except the opponent’s
bank in a counter-clockwise direction. If the last sown
seed lands in one of the player-owned empty houses and
the opponent’s adjacent house contain seeds, both the
player’s last seed and the opposition’s seeds are put into
the player’s bank. If the last sown seed is in the player’s
bank, they get an extra turn. The game ends when a
player has no seeds in any of their houses, and the object
of the game is to capture more seeds in your bank and
houses when the game ends. The state-space complexity
of Mancala is 13 Divilly et al. (2013).

Reinforcement Learning for Game Playing Agents

An RL framework trains an agent’s behavior by mak-
ing actions and using a reward function (R) when the
agent performs well in an environment that is comprised
of different states. For RL-based game-playing agents,
the environment is a particular game, which has well-
defined actions, and the agent has to decide which action
must be selected to, eventually, win the game. More-
over, the encouragement to learn new and good strate-
gies stems from the result of agents getting rewards for
winning a game.

Finite Markov Decision Process (MDP) Ferns et al.
(2004) is used for RL where an MDP requires:

1. A finite set of actions (potential new positions in
the game)

2. A finite set of states (a distinct arrangement on the
board of a game)

3. A reward function that returns a value based on
performing a specific action in a given state. This
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means that if the agent performs a particular ac-
tion that results in finally winning the game from
a given state, then R = 1. Otherwise, if the agent
blunders and picks the erroneous action leading to
eventually losing the game then R = -1. Else, in
a situation where none of the above happens, the
reward is R = 0.

4. A transition function to provide the probability of
moving from an existing state to a specific new
state when performing a certain action.

The necessity for a robust transition function rises in
situations where there is an uncertainty associated with
an action in regards to eventually leading up to a certain
desired result. Finite states, actions, and rewards make
up a finite MDP. The framework of finite MDP acts as
an aid in formalizing any problem so that actions, de-
pending on a current state, can be easily recognized and
thereby used to maximize the agent’s total reward during
a game.

To understand the RL approach, consider a game of
Tic-Tac-Toe and assume an imperfect opponent, i.e. an
opponent that can lose or make mistakes. Table 1 shows
various states and each entry in the table has an estimate
of the probability of a win from that particular state. This
signifies the value of that state. Assuming the agent play
O’s, estimating probability of winning is initialized as
V[s = a state with three O’s in a row] = 1, V[s = a state
with three X’s in a row] = 0, V[s = all draw states] = 0.

Many games are played to train, and the subsequent
moves at any point are chosen by looking ahead one step.
The next state with the highest estimated probability of
winning, a greedy move, is generally picked. This deter-
mines the learning rule for the RL-based game-playing
agent.

There are two main types of RL algorithms:

1. Model-based RL algorithms: These try to use an
experience to form an internal model of the transi-
tions and immediate outcomes in the environment
and then choose the optimal policy based on its
learned model. To do this a model can be learned
by running a base policy, like a random policy or
any educated policy, while observing the trajectory
is observed to plan through the control function
( f (s, a)) to choose the optimal actions.

2. Model-free RL algorithm: These use an experi-
ence to directly update either state/ action values or
policies, or both, which can then attain the identi-
cal optimal behavior but without the use of a world
model or estimation, meaning the agent uses trial-
and-error methods for achieving an optimal policy.

Table 1

Examples of Tic-Tac-Toe states and Probability of
Winning

Game State Win Probability

0.5

0.5

1(WIN)

0(LOSS)

0(LOSS)

Q-learning is a model-free RL algorithm. It learns
the action-value function (Q(s, a)), which is noth-
ing but a scalar value assigned of an action a given
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the state s.

For our research, we use a Q-learning algorithm be-
cause model-based methods are generally limited only
to specific types of tasks.

Q-learning follows value-based learning. It is an RL
algorithm used to learn the value of an action in a partic-
ular state Hagen and Kröse (2000). The Q-learning algo-
rithm operates without an understanding of the environ-
ment, and the basis of Q-learning is simply updating the
Q-value, which is an estimation of how good perform-
ing an action would be in a given state, thereby, figuring
out how to navigate an unknown environment. We will
describe this algorithm in more detail in the following
section.

Min-Max Algorithm in the Context of Games

The Min-Max algorithm minimizes the loss in a
worst-case scenario situation. It finds the best possi-
ble move by modeling all possible continuations from
a given position when the state of the board is provided
and chooses the move that is best for the player. The
best possible move is the one with the best outcome with
the assumption that the player always makes the move
that maximizes their reward value for it and the oppo-
nent always makes the move that maximizes the reward
value for it, therefore, minimizing the game value for the
player Cai and Daskalakis (2011a).

For a two-player zero-sum game, the solution given
by Min-Max algorithm is the same as the Nash equilib-
rium Cai and Daskalakis (2011b). This implies that for
any two-person, zero-sum game with a finite number of
strategies, there exists a value V, and a mixed strategy for
each player, such that Player 1’s strategy makes sure that
it achieves a payoff of V regardless of Player 2’s strategy,
and Player 2 ensures themselves a payoff of -V.

We use two types of algorithm classes of the Min-Max
algorithm in this work:

1. Deterministic Min-Max agent: If there are more
than one move with the exact same best scores in a
given position, a deterministic Min-Max agent will
always choose the same move.

2. Non-deterministic Min-Max agent: If there are
more than one move with the exact same best
scores in a given position, a non-deterministic
Min-Max agent will choose a move in a stochastic
manner.

Analysis of Q-learning RL agents

In this section, our goal is to analyze the training of
a Q-learning-based game-playing agent with respect to

the abstract games - Tic-Tac-Toe, Nine Men’s Morris,
and Mancala. It is important to note that Q-learning is a
model-free algorithm, implying that it requires no model
of the environment. This makes Q-Learning capable of
dealing with stochastic transitions and rewards, with no
need for adaptations and alterations. We analyze how
to train a Q-learning agent by using different training
partners. Specifically, we test how the training works
using a twin of itself and both deterministic and non-
deterministic Min-Max agents as the teaching agent.

We report the number of episodes needed when train-
ing is done. An episode is the complete playing of a
game. We, also, explore how quickly our agents train to
converge under these different training opponents.

We also provide a method to create weakened agents.
These agents are useful as they help learning humans
play against opponents that make errors.

Details of the Q-learning Algorithm

Q-learning is a model-free RL algorithm, which can
be seen as a method of asynchronous dynamic program-
ming (DP). The Q-learning policy can be described as
a function Q(s, a) that is maximized at a given state s
when the agent performs an action a. Here Q is the ex-
pected reward the agent will get at the end of the game on
performing a particular action a at specific state s. This
acts as an encouragement for the agent to learn and pick
the actions that maximize Q as it wants to increase the
reward Lorentz and TeofiloErinZosa (2017). The com-
putation that forms the foundation of Q-Learning is:

abest = arg maxa∈A Q(s, a) (1)

To successfully calculate Q(s, a), all probable pairs
of states and actions have to be looked into by the
agent while obtaining feedback from the reward function
R(s, a). Q(s, a) can be revised repetitively by making the
agent play several games against itself or an opponent.
The equation used to update the value of Q is based on
the well-known equation within RL called the Bellman
equation Kiumarsi et al. (2014) The equation to update
Q values is:

Q(s, a)n ← (1−α)·Q(s, a)+α·(R(s, a)+γ maxa∈A Q(ŝ, â)
(2)

Here, a is the action being performed in the current
state s, the new state reached after performing action a is
ŝ and â is the best possible action in the state ŝ, α is the
learning factor, and γ is the discount factor.

Using a few experimental trials and consulting the
literature (Mahadevan (1994b) Wang et al. (2018),
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E. E.Dar (2003) Mahadevan (1994a)), we set γ = 0.9
and α = 0.4 in all of our experiments.

Training Methodology

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for the training phase to learn
the values of Q(s, a)

1: Initialize: Q(s,a) = 0,
2: Starting state s,
3: Starting player P,
4: Number of games numGames;
5: for (t = 1; t <= numGames; t++) do
6: Initialize: Q(s,a) = 0,
7: With probability ε: P picks random action a,
8: Otherwise, picks an action a that maximizes

Q(s, a)
9: if(result == win) then reward R(s, a) = winValue

10: if(result == loss) then reward R(s, a) = lossValue
11: if(result == draw) then reward R(s, a) = draw-

Value
12: while(!starting state)
13: Observe state ŝ and reward R(s, a)
14: Update Q(s, a)new ← (1−α).Q(s, a) +α.(R(s, a) +

γ maxa∈A Q( ŝ, â)
15: end for
16: Switch turn, P = second player

To train a Q-learning agent in an RL-based framework
it needs to learn the values of Q(s, a). This training is
done by using two agents to play against each other in-
cluding the possibility of having the learning agent play
against itself. We will call the agent that is being trained
the “Learning Agent” and the agent that is being used to
train the agent the “Teaching Agent”.

The probability of an agent choosing a random action
is given by ε, otherwise, it will choose to perform the
best-known action according to Q(s, a). This probabilis-
tic control allows a learning agent to sometimes explore
new actions and at other times exploit the information
that it has already learned. The pseudo-code for our
training phase is shown in algorithm 1.

To understand how to get good Q values, assume that
a table is created where the Q value for every potential
state and move is stored. Tabulated Q values might be
calculated in a manner as explained below for an exam-
ple in Tic-Tac-Toe.

Figure 1 shows an example set of steps for a Tic-Tac-
Toe game where the learning agent plays with a cross and
is being trained against a teaching agent (doesn’t matter
if human or RL agent) playing naught that in this exam-
ple is a random agent. Since O’s last move leads to a

win, that action is rewarded with +1. The Q-value of that
decision becomes 0 + α* 1, since α =0.4, the Q value
becomes 0.4. This value is used to update the previous
action in the game history. Since the moves before this
move do not end the game, there is no direct reward. Also
since the discount factor, γ, is set to 0.9. And the max-
imum Q-value for the next state is 0.4, so we update Q-
value to 0.144. Going one more state back in history, the
starting position is reached. The maximum Q-value for
the next state is 0.144, so the new Q-value for the first
move turns out to be 0.05184.

To train a Q-agent, the process is repeated for many
episodes. The number of iterations, denoted by N in al-
gorithm 1, must be fairly substantial and we will show
results n the next section of how we determine N exper-
imentally. The value of N will change depending on the
different teaching agents, and the state-space complexity
of the board game being trained for as we will show later
in this section.

Once the value of the Q function is known, a game
is played simply by observing the Q values for all the
moves possible in the current state and the move with
the highest Q value is picked. In situations where there
is more than one possible move with the same highest
value, a move is chosen randomly amongst the options
available. Having the highest value means that this move
is the best move in a given situation.

Stopping Criteria For Training

In this section, we answer the following questions
with respect to training time: How many generations
does a learning agent need to train for before the algo-
rithm converges on the best solution? Also, what is the
“best solution”? How do we decide if the agent is good
enough? These questions are in relation to how we find,
N (the number of training iterations) in algorithm 1.

Definitions: Convergence until Stable versus Conver-
gence until Fully Solved

Before we delve into training our agents it is important
to understand the two conditions of convergence that we
are working with.

In our research, “Convergence until Fully Solved”
(Convergence-FS) happens once a learning agent appears
to have achieved perfect play, that is it meets our stopping
criteria against a strong opponent. In our methodology,
we perform an extra 5000 trials of training to ensure that
the agent hasn’t just gotten "lucky", and that training has
truly Converged-FS.

Convergence until stability (Convergence-ST) is the
number of epochs an agent requires to initially reach a
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Figure 1

Illustration of how the Q-agent trains.

win/draw to loss ratio which remains constant for at least
the next 20 trials with a fluctuation of one.

This means that Convergence-ST is a defined stopping
mechanism, i.e. understanding it gives us guidelines on
observing the number of games required to achieve a
win/draw to loss ratio that can be categorized as stable
despite minimal perturbations.

For the learning agent, if the teaching agent is too
weak, then it might attain Convergence-ST, however, still
remain unable to achieve Convergence-FS .

We show our results for N, the number of training
epochs required for the algorithm to converge until fully
solved, in the following sections for each of the three

games.

Training Tic-Tac-Toe Agent Against Different Teach-
ing Agents

To see how a Q-learning agent trains, a learning agent
for the game of Tic-Tac-Toe trains against the following
teaching agents:

1. Q-learning-based game-playing agent: The twin
of the learning agent, which itself is changing in
each epoch.

2. Non-deterministic Min-Max agent: A Min-Max
agent designed by us such that it randomly chooses
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a move, if there is more than one move with the
exact same best scores in a given position.

3. Deterministic Min-Max agent: A Min-Max agent
designed by us such that it always chooses the
same move if there is more than one move with
the exact same best scores in a given position.

4. Random agent: An agent that makes its move
purely randomly, i.e., it looks for a random empty
spot on the board and puts its piece there.

Figure 2

Q-learning-based game-playing agent for Tic-Tac-
Toe learning by playing against a Q-learning-based
player

The Q-learning learning agent trained with itself as
the teaching agent is shown in Figure 2, and reaches
convergence-FS point after approximately eight thou-
sand games. Note that in this figure, the curve in green
denotes games that end in player 1 winning, which is the
learning agent (the Q-learning agent being trained), the
green line denotes games that end in player 2 (the teach-
ing agent) winning, and blue line denotes games that end
in a draw. In this figure, the x-axis shows the training
game number proceeding from 0 to the convergence-FS
number plus 5000 where a game number is equivalent to
a training generation, and the y-axis is a cumulative game
outcomes in percentage. Note that after each training
session, we play 100 games for each “Game Number”
that give us an outcome in % on the y-axis. For example,
for “Game Number” 2000 on the x-axis in Figure 2, the
number of draws over 100 games is 10 (in blue), Teach-
ing agent wins 40 (in red), and the Q-learning agent wins
50 (in green).

Figure 3 shows the learning agent (Q-learning) trained
against a non-deterministic Min-Max teaching agent, and
the learning agent converges-FS after approximately six

Figure 3

Q-learning-based game-playing agent Tic-Tac-Toe
learning by playing against non-deterministic Min-Max
player.

thousand games, and this graph follows the same con-
ventions as Figure 2. Note that the learning agent ( Q-
learning agent) has a straight line parallel to the x-axis,
and this is because for the scope of this research in the
game of Tic-Tac-Toe a draw is as good as a win condition
and the learning agent pursues a draw.

We also perform the same training for the other two
teaching algorithms. We observe how a learning agent
trains with a random teaching agent that even after fifty
thousand games, our agent was still losing games. This
result makes sense since the learning agent can not find
good strategies (unless by random chance) from a teach-
ing agent that cannot play the game, at least, sufficiently
well. However, the learning agent does perform well in
terms of winning, but the agent never converges from our
stopping criteria definition of convergence-FS.

Table 2

Summary of Training until Convergence for Tic-Tac-Toe
with Different Teaching Agents

Teaching Agent N until Convergence
Q-learning Twin 8000

Non-deterministic Min-Max 6000
Deterministic Min-Max 200

Random -
Fully Converged Q-learning 300

Table 2 shows the convergence-FS results of N for all
of the different scenarios. Column 1 lists the teaching
agent and column 2 shows the approximate value when
the learning agent (Q-learning in all cases) converges
based on our stopping criteria. We can see that the De-
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terministic Min-Max agent is the best teaching agent as
it provides clearer guidance to the learning agent, but we
also see that using a converged Q-learning agent has sim-
ilar results. In the cases when existing teaching agents
aren’t available, then using the twinned Q-learning is a
viable means to train an agent, however, to accelerate
the training process of a known game with finite states
Q-learning-based player should be trained by making it
play against a higher quality agent. Currently, we have
no hypothesis on why the Deterministic Min-Max agent
is better than the converged Q-learning agent.

Training Nine-Men’s Morris Agent Against Different
Teaching Agents

The Q-learning-based player for Nine-Men’s Morris,
a game with a state-space complexity of 10, was also
trained with different teaching agents. Note, that we no
longer use a random agent as this type of training was
shown to be not useful in Tic-Tac-Toe.

Table 3

Summary of Training until Convergence for Nine-
Men’s Morris with Different Teaching Agents

Teaching Agent N until Convergence
Q-learning Twin 16000

Non-deterministic Min-Max 7000
Deterministic Min-Max 2000

Fully Converged Q-learning 3000

Table 3 shows the convergence results for all of the
different teaching agents. Column 1 lists the teaching
agent and column 2 shows the approximate value when
the learning agent (Q-learning in all cases) converges
based on our stopping criteria. With similar results to
Tic-Tac-Toe training, we can see that the Deterministic
Min-Max agent is the best teaching agent as it provides
clearer guidance to the learning agent. Still, for cases
when existing teaching agents aren’t available, then us-
ing the twinned Q-learning is a viable means to train an
agent. Also, notice how the increase in state-space com-
plexity results in longer training times.

Training Mancala Q-learning Agent against Different
Teaching Agents

Table 4 again shows similar results to both the previ-
ous games in that a teaching agent that is a Determinis-
tic Min-Max provides the most efficient training of our
learning agent. The results follow a similar pattern to
the previous games, and we can see that as State-space

Table 4

Summary of Training until Convergence for Mancala
with Different Teaching Agents

Teaching Agent N until Convergence
Q-learning 32000

Non-deterministic Min-Max 17000
Deterministic Min-Max 9000

Fully Converged Q-learning 12000

complexity increases so does the size of N increase for
each of the games.

Snapshots for Creating Lower Quality Agents

As described earlier, the goal of a game agent is not
necessarily always to create the “best” agent but to pro-
vide humans with artificial opponents who are compet-
itively matched to the humans’ current capabilities. In
this section, we provide a methodology to create these
weaker agents via the idea of taking snapshots while
training.

Our methodology suggests that we maintain data of
the learning agent throughout the training process. This
can be achieved by saving the Q matrix to a file as the
training proceeds - these files are then snapshots of the
trained agent at some point in time on the training scale.
Next, once we have met our stopping criteria condition
we then have a point in time that we call by the parame-
ter N in algorithm 1 as convergence-FS. We can then use
the snapshot at time N and call it Q-100, which repre-
sents the Q-learning agent as 100% trained. Using this
approach we can extract other snapshots to create other
Q-percent agents where a 50% agent uses the snapshot
file N/2 as its learned state.

The next question is which teaching agent should we
use as the teaching agent for creating our snapshots. In
this work, we have selected the Q-learning twin as the
teaching agent of choice for our snapshot methodology.
The reason for this is that the convergence graphs for this
teaching agent (Such as the stages depicted in Figure 1)
have the most gradual steps in the training process, and
we hypothesize that the gradual nature is best for our
snapshot method. However, we do not have conclusive
data on if this approach is best, and we leave this as fu-
ture work where an experiment would need to be created
where different approaches to snapshots could be com-
pared either with human opponents or some measured
comparison.

Given our methodology, since the Q-learning agent
converges against itself after 8000 Tic-Tac-Toe games,

9



we define N = 8000 and define a ten percent agent for
Tic-Tac-Toe, denoted ad Q-T-10, as the Q-matrix of the
agent at 10 percent of 8000 which is 800 epochs into
training.

In the following section, we will use our snapshot
agents in the evaluation results to observe how these op-
ponents compare against the converged-FS agents.

Comparing Agents

The next question with RL-based training of agents
that we address is how can we compare a range of agents
against each other? In particular, we want to evaluate
our Q-learning agent and its snapshots of weakened Q-
learning agents to existing algorithms to understand the
relationship between the quality of these agents. More
importantly, we present a methodology on how to eval-
uate a range of agents for abstract board games. We
provide details and results of this approach for evalua-
tion noting that it can be modified and used by other re-
searchers for other agent comparison needs.

To evaluate the performance of AI agents the first step
is to define the agents’ intended purpose and what consti-
tutes success. In this work, the intended purpose is to see
how well the agents perform in an abstract game with
changing state-space complexity of competitive multi-
player games against a range of agents. In the space we
are examining, a key property of each of the games under
investigation is that they are solved games (even though
each game has a different state-space complexity).

In previous research, a number of methods have been
proposed to evaluate players/agents against one another.
We are dealing with multi-player games and the oppo-
nents are not always constant. Thus, one popular ap-
proach in these spaces is an aggregated relative perfor-
mance Volz and Naujoks (2020) as a popular perfor-
mance metric that might suffice our need. There are two
different ways in which aggregating the results can help
in quantifying the performance of the agent. These are
achieved by:

1. computing the win rates by distributing points per
match-up (this is used in many sports leagues)
Volz and Naujoks (2020)

2. using iterative measures such as player rating (for
example, MMR in StarCraft II, ELO in chess,
etc.)Volz and Naujoks (2020)

Since we don’t have an established ranking system to
rate the players/agents, we focus on computing the win
rates for our evaluation method. The aim, here, is to run
multiple matches of a game-playing agent against mul-
tiple agents and against itself. The number of matches

won, lost or drawn for a particular agent for each of
the three games - Tic-Tac-Toe, Nine-Men’s Morris, and
Mancala will be recorded and presented.

The first step, however, is to define what “good” is
in terms of wins, draws, and losses. Next, we describe
a methodology to identify the number of games played
between a set of opponents where that number of games
will have a high likelihood of resulting in a determinis-
tic result, meaning that the reported win, loss, and draw
rate will only have small perturbations if the number of
games is increased. Finally, we use this found number of
games and execute our round-robin tournament to com-
pare the agents.

We will treat each game by defining what is “good”
for an agent, then we will find the necessary number of
matches needed to be played in a round of the tourna-
ment, and then finally, we will provide results from the
round-robin tournament. For each of the three games
(Tic-Tac-Toe, Nine Men’s Morris, and Mancala) we will
have a tournament with the following agents:

• A fully converged Q-learning agent, Q-100

• Q-learning agent at 50 percent, Q-50

• Non-deterministic Min Max (Nd-Min-Max)

• Deterministic Min Max (D-Min-Max)

• Random (rand)

Evaluating Tic-Tac-Toe

Defining a “Good” game agent for Tic-Tac-Toe

For Tic-Tac-Toe a converged solved agent playing an-
other agent results in a forced draw assuming best play
from both players. So to quantitatively decide an agent
is “good” we would expect it to draw against another
“good” agent. However, against a weaker agent, we
would expect that a “good” agent would win. However,
note during the training of the agent it is equally moti-
vated to draw, and therefore, this tournament structure
will reveal if one RL agent is superior to another if it has
more wins against other agents.

Table 5 shows some simple baseline results of “good”.
In this experiment, we show that as player 1 a “good”
agent should almost win all the time against a random
agent. The Min-Max agent as player 2 versus a random
agent will win fewer games, approximately 80%, and
will draw the remainder of the games. In general, the
minimum requirement of an agent is drawing each game,
and better agents will win more. Second, we can see that
depending on the agent’s playing position (first or second
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Table 5

The baseline after 10000 games of Tic-Tac-Toe with Min-Max and Random agent as players
Player-1 Player-2 Player-1 wins Player-2 wins draws

Min-Max agent Random agent 99.5% 0% 0.5%
Random agent Min-Max agent 0 % 80 % 20 %
Min-Max agent Min-Max Agent 0 % 0 % 100 %

to play) the results will differ. Therefore, our full round-
robin tournament will have agents for both player 1 and
player 2.

Method to find the Number of Games to find a Stable
Result for Tic-Tac-Toe between Two Agents

Figure 4

10000 games between Min-Max - Min-Max players
to establish baseline

Figure 5

10000 games between Random - Min-Max players
to establish baseline

Our setup for evaluation is a round-robin tournament,

but the question remains, how many matches need to be
played between opponents to find a stable result? For
example, two converged agents only need to play 1 game
since they both will result in a draw as both agents are
sufficiently “good”; Figure 4 shows the instant stabil-
ity of this. However, a random agent will never come
to a stable result and will fluctuate in wins, draws, and
losses. This is shown in Figure 5 where a Random agent
vs. Min-Max agent. In this graph, we can see how the
Min-Max agent wins most of the time and draws many
games, but a clearly stable space is not found.

The goal here is to find NtrialsTTT which is the number
of games played between opponents to find a stable re-
sult. To do this, we will run a set of experiments and find
NtrialsTTT based on finding stable results under a number
of conditions and take the maximum.

We will start with a constant that is defined as N1 and
we make this 100 games since this number is computa-
tionally feasible for our experiments.

We define the number of trials required for a “stable”
win/draw to loss ratio as the number of games an agent
requires to initially reach a win/draw to loss ratio which
remains constant for at least the next 20 trials with a fluc-
tuation of one (convergance-ST).

As fully converged trained agents will result in a “sta-
ble” rate of one, we use weaker agents, such as our snap-
shot agents, spaced at regular intervals (of 20%) to find
the total number of trials required. These findings are
summarised in table 6.

Now the number of trials for the tournament of Tic-
Tac-Toe can be determined by the Maximum of this and
the total number of trials required to set up a Tic-Tac-
Toe tournament is thus, NtrialsTTT = 100, which though
greater than all of the results in the table is computation-
ally feasible to run the tournament on.

Round-Robin Match tournament Results for the game
of Tic-Tac-Toe

Now that we have found out the total number of tri-
als, NtrialsTTT = 100, required for stable results, we per-
form and present the tournament results for all of the
agents. Table 7 contains the summary of the tourna-
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Table 6

Number of trials the Q-learning agent for Tic-Tac-
Toe requires to reach a stable win/draw to loss ratio

Player-1 Player-2 Episodes to stability
Q-20 rand NT1a = 35
Q-20 Nd-Min-Max NT1b = 20
Q-20 D-Min-Max NT1c= 7
Q-20 Q-50 NT1d = 27
Q-20 Q-100 NT1e = 23
Q-40 rand NT2a = 32
Q-40 Nd-Min-Max NT2b = 18
Q-40 D-Min-Max NT2c= 5
Q-40 Q-50 NT2d = 25
Q-40 Q-100 NT2e = 20
Q-60 rand NT3a = 30
Q-60 Nd-Min-Max NT3b = 15
Q-60 D-Min-Max NT3c= 3
Q-60 Q-50 NT3d = 23
Q-60 Q-100 NT3e = 17
Q-80 rand NT4a = 26
Q-80 Nd-Min-Max NT4b = 11
Q-80 D-Min-Max NT4c= 2
Q-80 Q-50 NT4d = 20
Q-80 Q-100 NT4e = 15

ment with column 1 being the agents acting as player
1 and row 1 listing the agents as player 2, where the
players are: Q-learning agent at 100 percent (Q-100), Q-
learning agent at 50 percent (Q-50), Deterministic Min-
Max Agent (Mdet), Non-deterministic Min-Max agent
(MNdet), and random (R). Each entry is in the form P1-
wins:Draws:P1-losses where for example 2:94:4 means
that player 1 won 2 games, drew 94 games, and lost 4
games. The last column shows the total points earned by
a particular agent, where 3 points are given to each game
won and 1 point is given to each game drawn.

Table 7 shows that a fully converged Q-Learning (Q-
100) agent is a "good" agent and performs almost on par
with deterministic Min-Max agent and non-deterministic
Min-Max agent. It can also be seen that while Q-learning
agent at 50 percent (Q-50) performs much better than
a random agent. By looking at the total points earned
by each of the players we can see that the deterministic
min-max agent is the best agent while a fully converged
Q-Learning agent is a close second.

Evaluating Nine Men’s Morris

Defining “Good” game-playing agents for Nine Men’s
Morris

For Nine Men’s Morris, a “good” solution is a draw
Gasser (1996) assuming best play from both players. So
to quantitatively decide an agent is “good” we would ex-
pect it to draw against another “good” agent. However,
against a weaker agent, we would expect that a “good”
agent would win. However, the interesting idea of train-
ing is that the agent may be motivated to draw, and there-
fore, this tournament structure will reveal if one RL agent
is superior to another if it wins against weaker agents.

Round-Robin Match tournament Results for the game
of Nine Men’s Morris

The total number of trials required to set up a Nine
Men’s Morris tournament is calculated the same way
as Tic-Tac-Toe and has NtrialsTTT = 100, which though
greater than all of the results in the table is computation-
ally feasible to run the experiments. Also note, the max
number has increased to 55 for this game.

Now that we have found out the total number of tri-
als, NtrialsTTT = 100, required for stable results, we per-
form and present the tournament results for all of the
agents. Table 8 contains the summary of the tourna-
ment with column 1 being player 1 and row 1 being
player 2, where the players are: Q-learning agent at 100
percent (Q-100), Q-learning agent at 50 percent (Q-50),
Deterministic Min-Max Agent (Mdet), Non-deterministic
Min-Max agent (MNdet), and random (R). Each entry is
in the form P1-wins:Draws:P1-losses where for example
2:94:4 means that player 1 won 2 games, drew 94 games,
and lost 4 games. The last column shows the total points
earned by a particular agent, where 3 points are given to
each game won and 1 point is given to each game drawn.

Looking at the win rate of each of the players from ta-
ble 8 we can infer that fully converged Q-Learning agent
is a "good" agent and performs on par with deterministic
Min-Max agent and non-deterministic Min-Max agent.
It can also be seen that while Q-learning agent at 50 per-
cent (Q-50) performs much better than a random agent.

By looking at the total points earned by each of the
players, where 3 points are given to each game won and
1 point is given to each game drawn, we can see that
a deterministic min-max agent is the best agent while
non-deterministic Min-Max and the fully converged Q-
Learning agents are both following closely.
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Table 7

Tic-Tac-Toe tournament to look at win/draw rate for each of the players
P1/P2 Q-100 Q-50 Mdet MNdet R Points
Q-100 0:100:0 5:95:0 0:100:0 0:100:0 95:5:0 700
Q-50 0:75:25 60:5:35 0:50:50 0:52:48 5:55:40 432
Mdet 0:100:0 10:90:0 0:100:0 0:100:0 100:0:0 720

MNdet 0:100:0 5:95:0 0:100:0 0:100:0 90:10:0 690
R 15:10:75 0:15:85 0:25:75 0:20:80 65:5:30 315

Table 8

Nine Men’s Morris tournament to look at win rate for each of the players
P1/P2 Q-100 Q-50 Mdet MNdet R Points
Q-100 0:100:0 3:97:0 0:100:0 0:100:0 92:8:0 690
Q-50 3:90:7 5:60:35 0:45:55 0:50:50 20:35:45 364
Mdet 0:100:0 8:92:0 0:100:0 0:100:0 92:8:0 700

MNdet 0:100:0 5:95:0 0:100:0 0:100:0 94:6:0 698
R 10:15:75 0:17:83 0:25:75 0:22:78 10:55:35 194

Evaluating Mancala

Round-Robin Match tournament Results for the game
of Mancala

Using the same approach, the total number of trials
required to set up a Mancala tournament is , NtrialsM =

115. Also, note that this result shows how our initial N1
choice of 100 has been surpassed as the stability point
have increased for this games increases state-space com-
plexity.

Now that we have found out the total number of trials,
NtrialsM = 115, required for stable results, we perform and
present the tournament results for all of the agents. Table
7 contains the summary of the tournament with column
1 being player 1 and row 1 being player 2, where the
players are: Q-learning agent at 100 percent (Q-100), Q-
learning agent at 50 percent (Q-50), Deterministic Min-
Max Agent (Mdet), Non-deterministic Min-Max agent
(MNdet), and random (R). Each entry is in the form P1-
wins:Draws:P1-losses where for example 2:94:4 means
that player 1 won 2 games, drew 94 games, and lost 4
games. The last column shows the total points earned by
a particular agent, where 3 points are given to each game
won and 1 point is given to each game drawn.

Table 9 proves that a fully converged Q-Learning
agent is a "good" agent and performs almost on par
with deterministic Min-Max agent and non-deterministic
Min-Max agent. It can also be seen that while Q-learning
agent at 50 percent (Q-50) performs much better than a
random agent.

By looking at the total points earned by each of the

players we can see that the deterministic min-max agent
is the best agent while the non-deterministic min-max
agent is second. Also, in this game, we see the strong
impact of how important it is to go 1st for Mancala as
even the random agent can do quite well going first.

Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we described our results and method-
ologies for training abstract board game RL agents us-
ing a Q-learning algorithm. We showed how the train-
ing itself can be done via a snapshot technique of the Q-
learning matrix to create weaker agents that are useful for
matching up to the level at which a learning human is at.
Finally, we provided a methodology to compare agents
against each other in a round-robin tournament with a
methodology on how many games need to be played in
each round of the tournament.

For all the games used in this research the perfect
play (the action or behavior of any game-playing agent)
that leads to the best possible outcome for that player
no matter the response by the opponent, is known as
these games are solved. An interesting extension of our
work could be to implement similar techniques for par-
tially solved and unsolved games like Chess, Go, and Re-
versi. Our hypothesis is that we could create weakened
agents, but it would be difficult to quantify how good
these agents are.

Additionally, since, we hypothesize that Q-learning
will only be useful as an RL-based technique for a lim-
ited state-space complexity, therefore, it might be fasci-
nating to see if our observations of the agents hold good
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Table 9

Mancala tournament to look at win/draw rate for each of the players
P1/P2 Q-100 Q-50 Mdet MNdet R Points
Q-100 115:0:0 115:0:0 115:0:0 115:0:0 110:5:0 1715
Q-50 58:5:52 60:5:50 46:31:38 49:21:30 55:35:10 901
Mdet 115:0:0 114:1:0 115:0:0 115:0:0 114:1:0 1721
MNdet 115:0:0 114:1:0 115:0:0 115:0:0 112:3:0 1717

R 35:0:80 54:15:46 37:29:49 39:50:26 45:15:55 739

for more computationally expensive games like Stratego
(state-space complexity: 115), Twixt (state-space com-
plexity: 140), Connect6 (state-space complexity: 170),
etc. This approach might even be extended to observe
the game-playing agents’ behavior when playing infinite
games, i.e., games that are played to keep the game-
play going. Infinite games exist by playing with bound-
aries and rules of the game, for example, Infinite Chess,
Magic: The Gathering, etc. These games can be treated
as continuous tasks, i.e., RL tasks which are not made of
episodes but instead last forever. The problem with Q-
learning, however, is the memory space needed to store
the Q matrix.

It should be noted that we created lower-quality agents
by taking snapshots while training. It might also be in-
teresting to explore other methods to create these weaker
agents. Such methods may include, but are not limited
to, training against weaker opponents, tuning the param-
eters α, the learning factor, and γ, the discount factor, and
ε, the exploration parameter, in such a manner that Q-
Learning converges prematurely (before actually reach-
ing the optimal policy), or perturbing the Q-matrix once
trained.
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